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Cuena & Gómez Aguilera Abogados has integrated the firm Espuela Asesores into its structure

Cuena & Gómez Aguilera, a law firm and
advisors based in Madrid, has integrated
Espuela Asesores into its structure, a firm
with more than 40 years of specialised
experience in providing services to
companies and individuals in the areas of
Accounting, Tax and Labour law.

With the incorporation of the team of Espuela Asesores, made up of economists, lawyers, and
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accountants, Cuena & Gómez Aguilera counts on 17 professionals and reinforces its commitment to
offer legal solutions adapted to each client, establishing itself as a cutting-edge firm with a high
specialisation in Administrative Law, Civil Law, Bankruptcy Law, Commercial Law, Criminal Law -
Economic, Compliance, as well as management and labor, tax and accounting advice.

This operation, the result of the growth experienced in recent years by both firms and the desire to
continue accompanying the client with direct and personalised treatment, will allow the synergies
detected to be consolidated, as well as the optimisation of all the resources available to the firm,
which will be will translate into a better experience for the customer. The integration will also mean
a change of headquarters; new offices with more than 400 m2 located in the central avenue of
Alberto Alcocer, 24.

Regarding the suitability of this alliance, José Luis Cuena, managing partner of the Tax area of Cuena
& Gómez Aguilera, said: “Society is constantly evolving and 2022 is going to bring numerous legal
challenges for companies and individuals. For this reason, with the incorporation of Espuela
Asesores team to our ranks, we reinforce our initial commitment and our reason for being: to
accompany the client in their day-to-day life, guaranteeing SMEs and the self-employed full legal
certainty and the best management of their daily affairs."

For his part, Ivan Espuela, managing partner of Espuela Asesores, refers to this union as: "The natural
result in the relationship of two complementary firms that defend a common purpose: to offer the
client an extensive and improved portfolio of services with which, Without a doubt, we can
guarantee 360-degree advice, thanks to the dedication and effort of a committed and widely
experienced team."


